A new laser-proton acceleration structure combined by two relativistic electron shells, a suprathermal electron shell and a thermal electron cloud is proposed for a 80σ 0 , where a is the normalized laser field and σ 0 is the normalized plasma surface density. In the new region, a uniform energy distribution of several GeV and a monoenergetic hundreds-of-MeV proton beam have been obtained for a = 39.5. The first relativistic electron shell maintains opaque for incident laser pulse in the whole process. A monoenergetic electron beam has been generated with energy hundreds of MeV and charge of hundreds of pC. It is proposed a stirring solution for relativistic laser-particle acceleration.
the plasma shell, the electrons are compressed to high density and pushed forward to be separated from the ion shell. As shown by Figure 1 This high-density relativistic electron shell is called the first relativistic electron shell.
Between the first electron shell and the ions, a uniform space-charge separation field forms and accelerates the ions at the ion front and drags the electrons as shown by Figure 1 (e).
The "capacity" field is decided by the surface density of the electron shell:
For n e = 5.5 × 10 22 /cm 3 , l e = 10nm, the stable field is 9.95 × 10 12 V/m, which accelerates the ions at the rear of the ion shell continuously. Therefore the maximum ion energy is proportional to the acceleration length, d acc ,
before the electron shell breaks up.
After several hundreds of femtoseconds, some electrons leak out from the electron shell continuously and move backward and round again and follow the ion front, however, they can not catch the ion front. Figure 2 (c), (e) and (f) shows the electron recirculation, the decrease of the separation field, and the formation of the potential well for electrons at t = 450fs respectively. The normalized maximum electron momentum reaches about 500 With time, the slow recirculating electrons can also be trapped in potential well V as shown in Figure 4 (f) and the third suprathermal electron shell forms in the potential well II as shown by Figure 5 . At the position of the shell, potential well IV traps the ions and accelerates them to obtain a quasi-monoenergetic distribution of 171 ± 10MeV. Behind the shell, a potential well for electrons traps them and a thermal electron cloud is generated. The ions between the double relativistic electron shell have a uniform distribution from 1GeV to 2.18GeV. Trapped by the second relativistic electron shell, the maximum energy reach 981MeV. As shown in Figure 4 (f), the potential well III has been filled up nearly, then the energy dispersion will become worse. The ions with larger energy will coast down the following potential slope and get into the ion beam between the double relativistic electron shell. The ion number has a steep descent for the energy larger than 981MeV and has a slow drop for the energy smaller than 981MeV. In the electron energy distribution, there is a monoenergetic one of 385 ± 10MeV and 163pC, a ultra-relativistic one of 1GeV and a
Maxwellian one which contains the thermal electron cloud and the suprathermal electron shell. As shown by Figure 5 (c) and (f), the ion front is between the double electron shell. The ions between the double electron shell coast down the potential slope and obtain relativistic energy as shown in Figure 5 (h) and (b).
In conclusion, the double relativistic electron shells, the suprathermal electron shell and the thermal electron cloud induce a new region of laser particle acceleration. In the process, several potential wells for ions and electrons are generated. On the whole, the double 
